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ABSTHAQT
The ob^ject of this thesis was to investigate experi-
mentelly the strain distributions and ultimate failures in
tnin circular and non-circular alwninum rings subjected to
uniform external pressure.
A test apparatus was designed to permit the application
of hydraulic pressure to the outer circuiriference of s rin^,
placed between two sheets of Plexiglas. The small clearance
between the edges of the ring and the Plexiglas was sealed
by a continuous rubber gasket of slightly greater width
fitted around the outer circumference of the ring. Except
for friction at the gasket -Plexiglas interface, the ring
was free of restraint,
Hine rings of aluminum alloy, 61S-T6, were tested zo
collapse; the variable in this series was out -of-roundness.
Correlation between measured and predicted strains was
obtained in five of the six rings in which the assumptions
of the prediction were valid. A somewhat arbitrary strain
distribution was observed in the two most circular rings.
The four rings of moderate out -of -roundness collapsed very
near predictions based upon a criteria related to the
maximum stress level in the outer fibers while the three
rings of relatively large out -of-roundness failed at
pressures somewhat higher than predicted. The two most
circular rings collapsed near a computed pressure when xhe
minimum rather than average section thickness was used in
the calculation. Collapse pressures were predicted most
accurately when the stress used in conjunction with tne
failure criteria was defined by tne point on tne stress
-
strain cujrve at which marked non-linearity occurred.
An analysis of the results indicates that strain dis-
tributions in an out -of-round ring loaded by uniform
external pressure can be predicted with satisfactory
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accurscy provided the assumptions made in the prediction
are satistied; namely, that the thickness to diameter ratio
be the order of 0,0285 and that the initial ooniiguration
assumed is actually predominate. A iTailure criteria based
upon the stress level in the outer fibers vd.ll, when the
assumptions above are lulfilled, predict collapse quite
accurately in rings of out -of -roundness to thickness ratio
between 0.10 and 6,30. At larger values of out -of-roundness
the criteria is conservative but not over cautious.
It is recommended that the experimentation be extended
to include a quantitative investigation of the effects of
deviations from a basic twc lobe out -of-roundness such as
might be obtained in a practical situation. Such an in-
vestigatioa should be conducted using rings of constant
thickness in order to avoid many of the unnecessary compli-
cations encountered in the analysis of data obtained in
this thesis.
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SYMBOLS ATO AEBRBVIAIIQNS
The following symbols and abbreviations are used
throughout this report:
b = Widtn of ring, in inches
D = Mean diameter meesured to neutral axis, in inches
E = Modulus of elasticity - initial slope of stress-
strain curve, psi,
£ = Compressive strain, inches/inch or micro-incnes/inch.
h « Thickness of ring, in inches,
I « Moment of inertia of ring cross-section aDout
neutral axis, in in.^
P = Pressure, psi,
•^crit. ~ Collapse pressure of a circular ring, psi.
psi. = Potinds per square inch.
H = Mean radius to neutral axis of ring, in inches.
Rq = Mean radius to outer circumference of ring, m inches.
^ « Compressive stress, psi.
y = 0.2% proof stress, psi.
© = Angular coordinate to designate positions on ring,
in degrees.
uo = Two-lobe out -of-roundness, maximum deviation from
a true circle of tne same perimeter as the two-
lobe configuration, in inches.
uj^ a Three-lobe out -of-roundness, incnes
U2 « jPour-lobe out -of-roundness, inches
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The ob;3ective of this thesis is to investigate
experimentally the strain distributiono and ultimate
failures obtained in thin circular and non-circular
aluHiinura rings sub;jected to unifors; external pressure.
Beck(?round
The slender column in axial compression is generally
cited as the classic example of a buckling? failure. The
behavior of such axially loaded colunms was subjected to
an early theoretical analysis, and at the same time
numerous investigators supplied experimental data relevant
to the problem. The experimentation served two purposes.
Pirst, the conclusions substantiated the basic concepts
and accuracy of the theoretical analysis. Second, certain
practical aspects of the problem were magnified. Thus,
through an analysis of experimental data and an apprecia-
tion of the difficulty in obtaining a perfectly loaded
column, Moncriftff (1) was able to propose a practical
criteria for column strength which included the assuxaption
of an inherent eccentricity.
The failure of thin rings subjected to uniform
external pressure is analogous to the buckling of columns.
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The buckling of such iiniformally loaded rings has been
treated theoretically by investigators es early as
Levy (2) and as recent as Boresi (5). In addition e clear
presentation of the problem is given by Timoshenko (4).
Despite the extensive theoretical analysis, experimenta-
tion has been lacking. In a search of the literature,
the authors found no instance of a ring being collapsed
experimentally under a uniform external load.
The lack of experimental date relative to the ring
problem may be partially explained by the following:
1. The use of the ring as a structural member is
not so widespread as the column. Hence the
need for usable data was not pressing.
2. Many of the conclusions formulated as a result
of coliimn analysis were applicable to the ring
problem.
3. The buckling of a cylinder subjected to external
pressure is closely related to the buckling of
a ring. Obviously much of the data gleaned
from failure of cylinders also applies to rings.
The collapse of a cylinder may be effected
simply and conveniently in the laboratory.
4. A free ring loaded with uniform external pressure
offers a difficult problem in the design of a
test apparatus.
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Despite the apparent validity of the theoretical
analysis of ring buckling and the availability of related
experimental data, there is a need for experimentation
devoted specifically end directly to the collapse of a
thin ring. This need arises not merely from the satis-
faction to be gained by proving the validity of the concepts
or assumptions of the pertinent theory but from a desire to
obtain a practical perspective. Thus, some peculiarity of
the ring problem may yet be \mrecognlzed; practical expedients
such as the assumption of an inherent out -of-roundness may
be necessary. Purthermore, there is need for a substantial
and tested criteria of failure which may or may not be re-
lated to the stress level at the inner or outer surface of
the ring. It is to be appreciated that in out -of-round
rings, failure^ results when stable equilibrium is not
possible between an internal and external bending moment
and is not a direct result of some specified stress in the
outer fibers. In addition, the ring provides a convenient
means of studying and evaluating out -of-roundness not only
in rings but also in cylinders. In a theoretical approach
out -of-roundness may be represented very simply by a
Pourier series; there is need for a simple, yet reliable,
measure of out -of-roundness which has a practical value.
Problem
The authors have undertaken the task of obtaining and
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evaluating experimental date of the type referred to above.
Implied in this assignment are the following specific
problems!
1. The design and construction of a test apparatus
which will permit the application of a uniform
external load to an essentially free ring.
2. The instrumentation of a ring such that the strain
distribution may be determined.
3. A comparison of measured strain distribution
and failure loads with theoretical predictions.
4. A review of experimental results for the purpose
of pointing out the practical aspects of the
ring buckling problem.
T01
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The procedure followed in this thesis is to be
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Selection of Materiel for Construction of Rings
Rings were machined from a length of 9" aluuiinum alloy
(61S-T6)tul3ing of 1/4" wall thickness. The actual outside
diameter as determined by the authors was y.016".
The decision to use aluminum alloy test rings was based
upon the following considerations:
1. To properly correlate measured and predicted strain
distributions it was necessary to select a material
in i«diich the stress-strain relationship was
essentially linear over a considerable range of
stress. Aluminum alloy 61S-Tb was suitable in
this respect since the estimated 0.25S proof stress
was 40,000 psi. (5)
•
2. The predicted failure pressures for rings of
reasonable diameter and thickness were satisfactory.
Reasonable dimensions were defined as any diameter
and thiclcness of tubing or pipe which was available
and which could be accommodated by the facilities
in the testing laboratory. A relatively high
failure pressure was desirable in that siofficient
accuracy could be obtained without the use of an
extremely sensitive pressure measuring device.
Yet the maximum pressure should not be so high as
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The aluminum alloy tubing as received was cut into
sections of 2 1/2" to 3 1/2" lengths. Out -of-roundness
was then intentionally introduced in the majority of these
pieces by placing the individual sections in a loading
machine and applying a load. When the desired permanent
set had been obtained the load was removed. Since essentially
circular rings were to be machined from the remainder of the
sections no deformation was introduced. In this manner a
range of out -of-roundness was obtained which varied from
Uq « 0.007** in the tubing as received to Uq * 0.29b" in
the section with the greatest intentional deformation.
AS a result of the permanent set imposed, there existed
an unknown residual stress at points stressed above the
elastic limit. To insure linearity of measured strains over
a maximum range, the sections were subjected to a solution
heat treatment followed by the precipitation heat treatment
required to obtain alloy 61b-T6. Uniformity of properties
was insured by heat treating, as a group, all sections plus
the material from which compression specimens were to be
manufactured.
Wooden plugs about 1 inch in thickness were tailored
to fit into one end of each section in order to facilitate
final machining and to avoid distortion caused by the
clamping jaws of the lathe. Rings of specified width were
_ \\
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then cut from the sections; this width was determined by
a direct measurement of the clearance between tne surfaces
of the annular test chamber in the completed test apparatus.
The rings as out were generally 0.444" to 0.446" in width,
the maximiim deviation for a single ring being 0.001".
The thickness of the rings remained the same as received.
Hln^ Dimensions and Instrumentation
The outside diameter of each ring was found by fitting
a wire O.Ol'* in diameter around the outer circumference.
The wire was scribed and then measured between the scribe
marks on a 36" steel rule. An outside radius was computed
by dividing the measured circumference by 2 Vf and correct-
ing for the thickness of the measuring wire. All radii
thus determined were averaged to give a mean outside radius
(4. 508") for use in the computations.
The measuring wire was scribed at intervals of 30 degrees
of arc length and again fitted around each ring. The scribe
marks were transferred to the aluminum alloy. JPor tnose
rings in which deformation had been introduced care was taken
to locate one of the scribe marks as close as possible to
the point of maximum diameter. The twelve stations so deter-
mined were designated 0° through 350° in 30° increments,
with 0° a"*^ a point of maximum diameter. The thickness and
width at each station were measured with small micrometers
•H-
ft Cf.1-nt ^
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whiie the outside diameter was measiired at stations and half
stations with large outside micrometers,
Baldwin i$R-4, type A-7, strain gages were cemented to
the inner surface of the ring at each station with the gage
length along the circumference. Hiotograph Ho, 1 shows the
strain gages in position on the ring after the leads had
been soldered in place. The leads were passed through the
bottom of the test apparatus and connected to the multiple
selector switchbox which in turn was connected to the strain
indicator. IThe dummy gage was attached to a scrap piece of
aluminum alloy which was placed in the vicinity of the test
apparatus. X»eads from the dunimy were connected to the
switctibbx. V '
Design and Manufacture of Test Apparatus
The design of the apparatus and its associated equipment
can be understood from photographs Nos. 2, 5, 4 and
Figures I and II. The bucket pump had been previously tested
up to a pressure of 1600 psi and was considered to be of
sufficient capacity to supply oil to the pressure chamber
enclosing the ring.
The test apparatus was made by the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Department machine shop at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology to plans and specifications furnished by the
authors. It is to be noted that provision was made for a
-^-
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Photograpii No. 1















TEST APPARATUS WITH CaTHETOMETER MOUNTED
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vlewlng chsin&er whioh would permit inspection ol the rings
during epplication or pressure. The pressure gage was
iTurnished by the Department of MechanioaX Engineering, MIT,
and oslibreted by the authors.
Proor j?f8t of AT3T?Bratufl
Upon ooxapietion of the test chamber by the flaachine shop,
the coisplete test apparatus as indicated in Photographs
Kos. 2, 3, and 4 was essentbled and proof tested by the authors,
two preliminary test rings were machined from & section of
the original alurcinum tubing for use in this phase of the
testing.
To iseintain pressure in the test chamber behind the ^
aluminum rings, a gasket of width slightly greater then 1/2"
naa placed around the outer circumference of the ring;
several types of gasket material were tried. In each case
the gasket material was out to size, glued to the outer
surface of the ring, and bound lightly by several strands of
light string lying along the oirouwference. fne ring was
then pieced in the test apparatus and the upper Plexiglas
surface and top web assembly were bolted down. Oil was
pumped into the test chamber with the bucket pump end the
elr vented through the air release tap. Pressure ¥»es built
up behind the ring in the test chamber until, in most oases,
the gasket material extruded between the Plexiglas surfaces
-01-
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and the edges of the ring. A3 a result of these trials, the
best gasket material for sealing the ring edges appeared to
be 8 rubber gasket cut from an ordinary truck tire inner
tube approximately 9" in diameter. This type of gasket was
used throughout the remainder of the proof tests and the
final tests. Pressures up to 875 psi. were maintained in
the test chamber using this gasket.
An Ames dial gage was mounted on the steel web assembly
midway between the top inner and outer backing up rings to
determine the maximum deflection of the Plexiglas surface
as pressure was applied. A maximum deflection of 0.007'*
occurred at 875 psi. The deflection occurring at 500 psi.
was of the order of 0.004".
It became apparent during these tests that some type
of lubricant was necessary to eliminate or reduce to a
minimum the friction between the inibber gasket and the
Plexiglas surfaces. Several types of lubricant were tried
and the best found to be black rubber-to -metal cement.
Strains at a particular station were found to vary with the
lubricant and gasket material when the same pressure was
applied.
The cathetometer was mounted during the preliminary
test phase and attempts were made to take deflection readings.
Unfortunately the cathetometer proved impractical as a means
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of reading deflection lor several reasons, viz.
1. The slignt deflection of the upper Plexiglas surface
distorted the ring as seen through the eye piece of
the oathetometer.
2. The use of t>lack rubber-to-metal cement as a
lubricant obscured the aluminum ring in the test
chamber when oil was introduced.
The proof testing period was of infinite value to the
authors in planning and carrying out the final tests of
the circular and non-circular rings.
Test of Rings
One result of the proof testing was the formulation
of a standard test procedure. As a consequence, the
remainder of the tests were made in a minimum amount of time
and with little difficulty.
Bine rings were tested in accordance with the following
steps?
1. Leads were soldered to strain gages, threaded
through the bottom of the test chamber, and
connected to terminals on the back of the multiple
selector switchbox.
2. Black rubber-to-metal cement was applied to the
rubber gasket and outer circumference of the ring.
(Cement allowed to dry 3-5 minutes).
3. The rubber gasket was slipped around the outer
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circumference of the ring and secured in place by
four strands of light string. The gasket was
adjusted so that the bevels extended an equal
distance beyond the edges of the ring.
4. A thin film of #40 S.A.E. motor oil was applied to
the inner Plexiglas surfaces.
5. The ring was centered in the test chamber.
6. The upper Plexiglas plate was slipped over the bolts
and held down firmly by hand while the top web
assembly was lowered into place.
7. All bolts were tightened.
8. Initial sero readings were set on all strain gages
by adjusting switchbox set screws.
9. Air was vented through the air release tap while
the test chamber was being filled with oil from
the bucket pump.
10, Pressure in the chamber was increased in increments
of 50 to 100 psi. depending upon the expected
collapse pressure of the particular ring, 100 psi.
increments being used for the more circular rines
and 50 psi. increments for the more out -of-round
rings. Strain gage readings were taken at each
pressure increment.
11. Because the collapse of the more circular rings
occurred rather quickly, the pressure was maintained
dsw cro;^ sr<^ ^ '• ^n,, ?.,«h ... ..r^^j^^^
x.v.c;... ,.xji. .lic
•-- ^^^oq;j OOX o;f oe lo
liili/OX- 10-3^.^0 diOfl! 9£i^ lot at!
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momentarily &t 5 psi. increraeAts when the ring was
nesr collapse. The collapse of a significantly
out -of-round ring generally proceeded at a very
slow rate. In this esse tha strain indioator was
connected to read the maximum strain. Pressure was
then increased ii steps of 5 psi. or smaller, each
pressure being maintained until tne strain indica-
tion steadied.
12. When the strain indioator needle did not steady,
failure occurred. Failures in the more circular
rings were evidenced by an immediate drop in
pressure and obvious deformations.
Collapse pressure was thus defined as that pressure
at which static strains could not be maintained. Complete
failure of all rings was characterized by large, visible
deflections regardless of the rate at which collapse proceeded;
once complete failure occurred the ring would not again
sustain collapse pressure.
Test oi Compression Specimens
The stress -strain curve for the material used m the
fabrication of the rings for this investigation was deter-
mined by means of the *'Single Thickness" compression test
method. Three specimens of the aluminum alloy (61S-Tb)
were tested in the compression block as indicated in
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toibliograpiiy for this metiiod is given in reference (b).
Compression tests in general are also discussed in
reference (5).
Evaluation of Data
All data obtained during the testing period can be
grouped as follows:
1. Dimensions
2. Pressure at which strains were recorded
3. Pressure at which ring collapsed
4. Strain readings
5. Compression Specimen test data.
With one exception all dimensions recorded were taten
with micrometers and can be considered accurate to 0.0005".
The circumference, as determined by the scribed wire, was
read to the nearest 1/12B" on the steel rule. However, the
authors felt that the accuracy was oi &xie order oi 1/64",
one scale division. The accuracy of the average outside
radius then becomes 0.0025".
The pressure gage was calibrated by the authors prior
to the tests using a dead-weight tester. Two calibration
runs were made using increasing pressures and two with de-
creasing pressures. The maximum deviation from true was
found to De 4 psi.; the largest difference between an up
reading and a down reading for the same true pressure was
also 4 psi. Used in conjunction with a calibration curve
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the gage was considered to be acourate to + 2 psi. elthougn
the accuracy was considerably better over most of the
pressure range. During the tests the indicated pressure
could be held fairly constant. An accuracy of plus or
minus one half a scale division (+2 ±/'tL psi. ) is proDably
conservative but will be assumed. Xhe accuracy of the
recorded pressures at which strain readings were taken
then becomes +5 1/2 psi.
With one additional consideration the ebove remarks
also apply to the accuracy of the recorded collapse
pressures. The collapse of rings with significant amounts
of out -of-roundness occurred rather slowly. It would seem
that the pressure could be inadvertently increased above
the true collapse pressure, the only effect being an
accelerated failure. However, in these instances the strain
gage indicating the greatest strain was checked at small
increments of pressure when the ring was near collapse.
The pressure was not increased further until the strain
gage reading steadied. In the authors* opinion the point
of collapse was accurate to - 5 psi. for the very non-
ciroular rings. On the otherhand, failure of the more
circular rings occurred rather quickly. During tne latter
poirtion of a test run it was customary to pause momentarily
at each 5 psi. increoient of pressure. Again the authors
estimate that the point of collapse was accurate to - 5 psi.
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Co&siderlAg both tli« aecur&oy of tho pressure reading and
the poimt of failure^ tk« recorded eollapee pressure is
believed to be wltklH - 10-1/2 pel* or + 5-1/2 psi. of true.
The aecuraey of the straim gages used^ as stipulated
by the maaufaeturer, was i; 2f)bt The tramsTerse semsltlTltj
eorreetioA was l&sigmifleaAt^ being of the order of
- 0»05^« Am aeeuraey of oae half the snallest seale dirisiott
oa the strain iadioatori +" 5 micro-inohes per iaeh , is
S«Aerallj aasigned to the switehbox*indicator eoKbination«
As a practical expedient plots of out-of-roundness
whieh are presented in the RESULTS were derived in the
following oannor; the average diameter was subtraeted from
the Measured diameter iit stations and half stations; the
differenee was divided hj two and plotted at diametrically
opposite stations « It is to be appreciated that this method
will define a sysmetrioal out-of-roundness enrve but ig
truly representative of the initial configuration only when
a symmetrieal two lobe pattern predominates*
Correlation of Data
The experimental data is eompared to theoretical pra*
dictions based upon the following formula:
Cr ^ ^ - 6 PR ^0 eo* 2G (1)
.
- ^ h2 (1 - P/PeritJ
Equation (1) was developed for the case of circular tubes
in reference (4) but applies equally well to rings; the
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assumptions made in the derivation may be found in the
same reference. The major qualifications are that the
ring be thin and that the initial configuration be given
by IR + Uq cos 2 6).
i^'or purposes of computation the authors found it con-
venient to rearrange and modify equation (1)
^ -~^ £h3 - 4PR5 ^^^
£Ho 6 P Huo h cos 2 9
^ = % * %3 - 4rH3 <5)
Equation (2) was derived directly from equation (1) by the
substitution of 3 yh^/12 for I^Qj-i-^^* H^ for R, and rearrang-
ing. Equation (3) is obtained by dividing equation (2) by
5. The use of the outside radius, H^, instead of the
radius to the neutral axis, R, in the hoop stress term
seemed well taken but changed the predicted strains an in-
significant amount,
A common criteria for failure is yielding of the outer
fibers due to the addition of hoop stress and the maximum
bending stress. Then as a basis for comparison of experi-
mental and theoretical collapse pressures in those cases
where the out -of-roundness pattern is u^ cos 2 8, equation
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When ^ IS assumed to be equal to ^, the pressure











All results presented in this section were derived from
data obtained by the authors.
Figure III is a plot of the date obtsined during the
compression tests of the sluniinum alloy specimens and from
which the value of Young* s Modulus and the yield stress were
determined.
Figure 17 shows the results of the preliminary test which
vtas made to determine the effect of various lubricants and
gaskets upon strain. lubricant #1 was black rubber-to-metal
cement; lubricant #2 was clear rubber cement. Gasket #1
hed been used during the Proof Testing; (Jask'^t #2 wes of
the same dimensions but had not been used previously.
Figures V, VXII, XI, XIT, and XVII show measured and
theoretical circumferential strain distributions tor
one or more pressures, Theoretical curves are based upon
equation (5).
Figures VI, IX, XII, XV, and XVIII ere plots of
out -of-roundness versus circumferential positions.
Figures VII, X, XIII, XVI, and XIX are plots of ring
thickness versus circumferential position.
Figures XX-XXVI are a comparison of measured and pre-
dicted strains. The experimental points are an average of
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strains reed at the 0° and 130° positions, and 90^ and
270° positions. Bie theoretical curves are based upon
equation (3)«
Pigure XXVII shows experimental collapse points plotted
on arguments of pressure and the ratio of out -oi -roundness
to average thickness.
Figure XXVIIlX is a comparison of experimental collapse
pressures with several theoretical predictions. All
theoretical curves are b&sed upon equation (4). Iney diiier
in that Curve A is plotted for msx - ^ ^ 55 » 000 psi.
and h «
^ave " 0.250 ; Curve B is plotted for
^ax = 41,000 psi. and h = ^ave. ~ 0,250*'; Curve C is
plotted for %^^^ ~ 41,000 psi. and h = hj^m. ~ 0.243".
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Jb'or convenience and continuity, the experimental
results may be grouped in the followin^sf: sequence:
1. Results of Compression Tests
2. Proof Test Data
5. Circumferential Strain Distributions
4. ir.axiffium Strains
5. Collapse Pressxires
This classification is convenient in that tne signif-
icance of any group depends to some extent upon the inter-
pretation end validity attached to one or more of the
preceding groups.
Results of Compression Tests
The results obtained from the compression tests were
probably the most significEnt factors in the correlation
of experimental and theoretically predicted quantities.
The data obtained from the tests of the specimens
were surprisingly consistent. See Figure III. Values
of strain correlate particularly well at high stresses
where some deviation might be expected. The possibility
of introducing rather significant errors during the
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but a review of the data indicated that increments oi' strain
before end subsequent to a reset were consistent. That the
stress-strain curve shown in figure III is representative
of the alloy from which tne rings were manufactured is
implied in preceding sections. Appreciating the fact that
the proof stress and ultimate strength of aluminum alloy
varies considerably with the details of the heat treatment
and possibly the original lot number, the authors specified
that the specimens be obtained from the length of tubing
from which the rings were manufactured and that all rings
and specimens be heat treated as a group.
Young's Modulus, as determined from the stress-strain
curve, was 10.8 x 10 psi. and can be compared to
JB » 10 X 10 psi., the value generally given in handbooks.
In the authors' opinion, Figure III justified the assumption
of a linear stress-strain relationship up to a stress of
54,500 psi. and a 0.2% proof stress, designated yield stress,
of 35*000 psi. Jurtheaniiore , it is to be noted that a very
distinct departure from linearity did not occur until a
stress of about 41,000 psi. was obtained.
These properties were commensurate with those
characteristics considered most desirable in the material
from which the rings were made, i'he existence of a linear
stress-strain relationship over a large range of stress
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peroiitted most of the experimental sbreins to be compared
directly with predictions based upon equation (5) without
the complication of a decreasing modulus, l^'or extrapola-
tion or the results to steel rings, a plateau corresponding
to a true yield stress v;as desirable. Although the authors
did not anticipate such similarity at the time alurninuin
alloy was selected, the upper portion of the stress -strain
curve is in ihost respects analogous to the compression tect
curves obtained for mild steel specimens tested by
M* L. Pittinan, Jr., and V. W. Hinehart (7).
It uiay be argued that the remainder of the results
would nave teen of no consequexice without the stress-strain
data. The use of a standard stress -strain curve for
aluminum alloy 6iS-T6 would have involved an Q% error in
Young's SiOdulus and a 14;;^ error in the proof stress.
Furthermore, the shape of the cuirve above the proof stress
is valuable vihen analyzing the failure of a ring.
Proof Test Data
The authors have stated that the measured strains at
& specified pressure were dependent to some extent upon
the gasket and the type oi lutricant used between the
gasket and the Plexiglas surfaces, i'lgure I? shows this
effect; quantitatively. Black rubber- to-metal cement has
been designated Lubricant #1 and clear rubber cenient as
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LuDrlcant ^2. Although liubricant =^1 was coneidered most
suitable on the basis or © preliminary investigptlon which
has been described, Lubricaat ^2 appeared to be v reesoneble
second choice. The two gsskets were or the seme dinienslons
and rcaterlel but differed in thet Gesket #1 hed been used
sever?:;! times before while Gaske^t if2 hed not. Helt'tive
to G-esket f2, Gasket #1 wes very limber and ©ppeered to
have £ slick, oily surfsoe.
As shown by Figure IV the Isrgest measured strains
were sttained with Lu.brioant #1 and CJaskst ffl. Lubricant
fl. Gasket -^2 were next in magnitude of stre-ins while
iAibricent #2, Gasket #1 gave the smpllost measured strains.
Considered as percentages, the differences in strains are
quite significant, fhe authors reasoned that the gasket
end lubricent were able to effect the strains by chsn^ring
the m&gnitude of the friction foro® acting at the gasket-
Plexiglas interface.
On the basis of the results indicated by Irigure IV,
the suthors elected to use a well Droken-in gasket in con-
;Junctioii with Iwbricent §1 for the reiaainder of the tests
since this combinetion sore nearly satisfied the require-
ment that trie ring be cofispletely free of restraint at the
edges.
A thoroiigh investigation of the friction force et the
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gasket-Plexiglas interfaoe should be a prerequisite for
further experimentation based upon this thesis. The
objectives of such an investigation should oe a considera-
tion of rll lifcely gaskets and lubricants, t^ comparison of
possible combinations with respect to effect upon strains,
and a quantitative evaluation of the coefficient of friction
characteristic of given combinations of gasket, lubricant
and pressure.
Circumferential Strain Distribution
JTi.'^ures VI, IX, 111^ XV, and XVIII show typical out-
of-roundnesB curves. Of the rings shown in this ^roup, all
were deformed intentionally with the exception of King So. 2,
Mgure VI. It is significant that the out-of-roimdness
obtained In Ring Ho. 2, while purely arbitrary, is very
similar to a configuration given by Uq cos 2 6. The remainder
of the plots are characterized by rather steep peaks in the
vicinity of the rainiiniim diameter and shallow peeks at points
of maxirouTQ diameter. It is to be noted that the steep peaks
occurred at points where the deforming loads were applied
by the loading machine. The configurations are, however,
reasonably similar to a cosine curve of the form u© cos 2 ©.
Figures ¥11, X, XIII, XVI, and XIX show the variation
in thickness versus circumferential position. It is apparent
that the relation of thickness and out -of-roundness at a
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partlcular atr^tion is ca?jpl6t;«ly srbitr&ry. In {general,
tha dlffdrenca between istnimura and majciiatut tnickness is ot
the orddr ol 0»02"» Sinoe the out-ol-round plot is derived
Irofii the diiarastera x'ead to th» outer circuiTif erence, ts^e
corresponiing confis^i^ration of the neutrfel axis: m.tsy fee
afiSTUfied to deviete slightly frotp- that of the plot. Since
•eotions of thicknsss gre&ter than i&versge were gen^rtaiy
opposite sections of lass th©n ©ver&ge, the ^>ff«^ct or this
deviation upon the meesured velue of u© is essiiraftd to be
of no coiisequeace except in th@ circular rings, 0urini;
fe* preliminary reductiOfi of dBtu the authors considered
the effect which h variatioii in thickness r ight hr^** n^on
the plots of out -of-roundue sjj mvi predicted BtrcinE. The
plot of out-of-roimdnaos for airif, Ho, 2 '.^as altered to ft
Biinor extent. The plots for other rings were affected an
Insigaifioant ©inount, Correlation of aieasured and predicted
strains was not ioiprovedf
With respect to circuiifereatisl strsin dlstritutiona
esaentislly thre<f. typ<*9 o'^ results were ofctsined. Figure V
•hows an .nrbitrary distribution while iPi/gure xvXi shows a
well defined cosine -iistrifcuticn, HinM.? Mo. '^, Pi^vtre VIII,
appesrs to cosioin® some of thf# chfxr&ct eristics of the
first two types,
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which were essentially circular. The theoretical curve
shown in Figure V is a plot of equation (3) with the
measured out -of-roundness at a particular position substi-
tuted for Uq cos 1 9 and with h « h^yg « 0.250". A point
of interest is the fact that the small peaks which are
visible et low pressures define a pattern which would seem
to persist up to the maximum pressures obtained. The
pattern is characterized by e relatively constant strain
over 60° or 90° of the circumference and a fluctuating
strain over the remaining; 500° or 270°; the fluctuations
are a reasonable representation of t?>?o cycles of a cosine
curve. The fact to be observed is that correlation
between out -of-roundness and strain distribution is coin-
pletely lacking.
subsequent results demonstrate quite clearly that
theoretical and measured str&ins agree satisfactorily when
the initial configuration assumed in equation (3) is
actually obtained in the ring. It is possible, then, that
the method of measuring out -of-roundness was not sufficiently
accurate in the case of King Ho. 2. In appraisin? the
out -of -roundness measurement, it is convenient to visualize
the initial configuration of the ring as a series of the
form Ro + uo cos 2 9 + ul cos 3 + U2 cos 4 - - -
Uj^ cos (n + 2) 6. The measurements from which Figure VI
-v*^
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W8S Obtained reflect only those terms of the form
uo COS 2 Q, u^ cos 4 ^t ^4 cos 6 d, etc. It is to be
observed th£>.t of these terras vlq cos 2 8 appears to pre-
dominate. Nevertheless, the assumption of a simple contour,
Hq + vLq cos 2 9, in e^iurtion (3) m©y not "be justified since
the effect of odd terms (u^ cos 3 i^j u^ cos 5 Q, etc. } is
not indicated by Pigure VI. On the other hand, the effect
of this omission upon the predicted strain distribution is
not so serious as aight be expected. If a relation cor-
responding to equation (3) is derived assuming a conrigura-
tion such as Kq + Uj cos 3 9, it will be found that the
1
maxiaujin bending stress is proportional to -,—r-rr— where
'•"•^'/•^crit
^crit is the buckling pressure of a circular ring into
(n+2) lobes. Ihe buckling pressure, l'crit» increases
rapidly with the number oi lobes; thus the value of Porit
for e two-lobe collapse is three-eights of I'crit ^<^^ ^
three lobe collapse and one -fifth of Pcrit for a four
lobe collapse. Consequently even if U;i^, U2, u^, etc. are
comparable in magnitude to Uq the effect upon the strain
distribution will be considerably less since the bending
stress is governed by - . In vie^' of these facts
l-iyPorit
the arbitrary strain distribution appears to be the result
of a rather complicated combination of inadequate measure-
t?o o:f ajt .ti * f^ oo c^iJ
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ment, variation of thicicneas, and localized surface
irregularities or dents.
It follows, however, that a more thorough investiga-
tion of essentially circular rings is warranted. Rings
could be machined as circular as possible and to a close
tolerance in thickness. If the initial contour were then
determined precisely, it would be possible to evaluate tne
effect of deviations from a basic two lobe pattern such as
that given in Jj'igure VI. It is the authors' opinion that
under these circmastances the method of measurin,^ out~of-
roundness used in this thesis would prove useful as a
practical measure, especially at high pressures.
King 140. 3 appeared to be the borderline case. With
reference to Figure VIII it is apparent that the circus-
terentisl strain distribution at 400 psi. deviated con-
siderably from the theoretical curve, equation \3) witn
h « have ~ 0.2t)0". The distribution is not a clearly
defined cosine curve, and the magnitude of the strains are
generally below the predicted values. On the other hand,
at 420 psi. there was a visible deflection of tne ring and
the strain distribution assuined a form which, except for a
4^-8*^ phase shift, compared favorably with predicted values.
At 400 psi. the deviations from a pure cosine curve are of
the same character as the superposition of harmonics upon
.1-' rt I
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e fundamental wave form. Here it is possible to reason
tnat the terms u^^ cos 5 ©, u^^ cos 4 Q, etc. are significant
relative to the basic two lobe pattern given by
Ho • Uq cos 2 0. At 420 psi a two lobe strain pattern was
clearly predominate; this would be expected since as the
pressure approaches Bcpit for the two lobe collapse pattern,
the bending strains become significantly greater than cor-
responding strains resulting from the superposition of
other basic configurations, however, in view of the added
complication of the thickness variation and possible
localized irregularities the authors do not feel justified
in attributing the entire cause of the deviations to an
inadequate out -of-round measurement. Again it is aaggested
that the effact of any deviation froiTi a basic two lobe out-
of-round pattern requires further investigation,
I'h© last type of strain distribution, tne clearly
defined cosine cuorve, is exemplified by Kings flo, 5 and 7,
ifigures xl-XIII and XVIl-XIX. With the exception of
Ring Ho. 6, the plots are typical of the results and corre-
lation observed in Rings So. 4-9. Despite the peaked out-
of-roundness curve and the variation in thickness, tne
correlation of measured and predicted strains is excellent.
The manner in which the initial peaks of the strain curve
progressively increase in amplitude is clearly demonstra-
ted in Figure XVII. Any deviations from the basic two
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lobe pattern were insignil'icant at ail pressures.
The test of Ring No. 6 differed from tne otners in
that the Plexiglas surfaces were coated with black iiibber-
to-metal cement before the ring was placed in the test
chaiaber. The gasket and outer surface of the ring were
coated in the usual manner. This deviation from the usual
test procedure was made in order to determine whether or
not the friction between the gasket and Plexiglas oould be
reduced still further. The results of this test are shown
in figure XIV. The correlation of measured and predicted
strains should be compared with that obtained in Figure XI
since Kings No. 3 and b were of comparable out -of-roundness,
uo = 0.0705" and Uq ~ 0.075" respectively. Where excellent
correlation was observed for Hing Ho. 5» the maximum strains
in fiing No. 6 were as much as 40^ above the predicted values.
This discrepancy cannot be explained by the authors. Were
it not for the fact that the results of Rings So. 4, 5, It
8, and 9 consistently plotted along the predicted strain
curves, it might be assunied that in ail cases other than
Ring No. 6 a significant restraining force was present at
the gasket -Plexiglas interface. The fact that such con-
sistency does exist would imply that the test of King No. 6
was faulty in some respect. The results definitely indicate
a need for further investigation of the friction force at
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the gasket -Plexiglas interface, such as suggested previously.
Meximum Strainb
In those rings which vv'ere intentionally derormed strain
gages were placed et points or maximum (0° and 180°) and
minimum (90° ©nd 270°) diameters. Tne strains at 0° and
180 were averaged and plotted for Kings Ho. 3-9 on tne
right side oi l?*igures XX - XXVI, Similarly, the averpge of
the 90° and 270° readings are shown on the leit side oi the
same plots. The theoretical curve is simply a plot oi
equation (5) with cos 2 equal to plus or minus one and
h = h£>ve. * 0.250", The strains at 0° and 160° are parti-
cularly imT^ortant in that they are noniialiy used m the pre-
diction of a collapse pressure; consequently, the strains
at these positions are given added consideration.
With the exception of Kings Ho. 3 and 6, the correlation
of measured and theoretical strain is entirely satisiactory.
On the pressure scale the compressive strains are generally
within a range of +5-1/2 psi. of the theoretical curve;
this was the assumed accuracy of the recorded pressure.
The tensile strains always appear below the theoretical
curve; if the modulus of elasticity in tension were assumed
to be slightly below 10.8 x 10^ psi. the tensile strains
would also correlate. In view of the consistency noted
in Figures XXI, XXII, XXIV, XXV, and XXVI, the authors are
inclined to think that this might actually be the case.
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In a sense Rings 'io. 3 and 5 were spccitl o^ses. A3
pointed out Ring Uo, : appeared to be the dividing iine
"between oonfifTurations in which the two lobe out-or roundness
pattern predominated and those which were aiiectea by varia-
tions in thickness, hsrnionics, &n'l/or loc^^l irregularities
such 8S a small dent or goug3. Figure XX shows clearly
that the meaaured strains were considerably below the pre-
dicted values up to a pressure of 400 psi; at this point
the t&easured strains literally jumped to tne theoretical
curve. Figure XX tends to substantiate the remarks made
previously; that is, iii practical cases oi out -of-roundness
a two lobe conl'iijuration derived simply and directly may
allow prediction of strainr. of acceptable accuracy at suf-
ficiently high pressures, but further worK is required
before complete justification is obtained.
Pigure IXIII shows merely that measured strains for
Ring Ho. 6 were lar^^er than the predicted strains over the
entire range of pressures. The consist enc;>7 lends some doubt
to the authors* contention that the test may have been
faulty.
In conjunction with the considerations of circumferential
strain distribution, the results above indicate quite clearly
that equation (5) is valid within the qualifications of the
derivation; this conclusion is based upon the behavior of
















Ring3 No. 4, l>, 7, 0, and S ixi wdiich tne asaumptlon of a
configuration Rq + Uq cos 2 9 was obviously justified.
Collapse Pressure
Figure aXVII shows the collapse pressures of the nine
rings plotted versus the ratio of out -of-roundness to
average thickness and serves to identify the points shown
on Jj'i-Ture XXVIII. The single curve is & plot of equetion
(4) with
^33f « 3!), 000 pal. J&'igure XXVIII is more informa-
tive in that several variations of equation (4) are plotted;
the values of ^^ax ^^^ ^ which apply to each curve are
indicated in the l?>gend.
foregoing results (see Figtire V) indicate that Kings
No. 1 and 2 did not assume a two lobe configuration until
the ring was in the process of failing coinpletely; if a
stable two lobe pattern existed it was possible over a very
small range of pressure. Regardless of the cause of the
random strain distribution, i-'igure XXVIII demonstrates
clearly that the failure of Kings Ho. 1 and 2 could have
been predicted by equation (4) in which max is 41,00u
psi and h « l^min. * 0.243".
There are two ways in which to view these results.
First, it would appear that the minimum thickness, Uq as
measured, and the point at which the stress-strain cuirve
departs significantly from linearity are the only factors
-^e-
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to be considered; hence, the use of equation (4) would be
^Justified. This line of reasoning would infer that previous
remarks relative to the importance of the basic two lobe
configuration are entirely correct end that in practical
cases of out -of-roundness one could neglect out -of-round
other than that indicated by a simple consideration of
diameters. On the other hand it is possible to reason that
the variation in thickness was actually not significant;
this statement could be based upon the collapse pressure
of Kings lio, 3, 4, and 5« Then the occurrence of collapse
below the predition based upon average thickness would be
explained in terms of stress introduced by a superimposed
but undetected configuration or by local irregularities.
The authors can conclude only that in this case of practical
out-or-roundness and arbitrary strain distribution the
collapse was predicted by equation (4) using rainimum thickness
and max ~ 41,000 psi.
Kings 1^0. 3, 4, and 5 differed from Rings ISo, 1 and 2
in that a clearly defined cosine type strain distribution
was observed before failure. In each case the scrain peaks
corresponded to peaks in the out -of-roundness plot, iflirther-
more, the progressive failure which occurred in these rings
may be contrasted to the rather sudden collapse of Rings
Mo. 1 and 2.
-«-
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Figare XXVIII shows that Rings No. 3, 4, and 5 collapsed
at pressures very near to predictions given by equetion (4)
with ^msjc = 41,000 psi and h = ^^ve- ^^«se results seen- to
Oustily the argurrient above thet the variation m thicJcness
in itself was not significant and that the behavior of
Rings Ko. 1 and 2 should be explained on the basis of
harmonics and/or local irregularities. Kevortheless, the
authors' only conclusion is that for rings of Uo/h from
0.10 to 0,30 equation (4) when used with the stress at which
marked departure from linearity occurs will predict quite
accurately the failures m those rings where an initial
configuration of Hq + Uq cos if 6 is predominate.
Rings Bo, 7, W, and 9 collapsed at pressures consistently
above the predicted collapse pressure. Furthermore, stable
configurations were obtained in which the maximuni compressive
stress was considerably above the yield point. Obviously as
Uq increases, the criteria used m computing the collapse
pressure beccnes more conservative. This result is explained
by the fact that the hoop stress upon which the bending stress
is superimposed was less at the time yielding occurred in
the outer fibers; in addition, the change in stress with
respect to pressure was also less in the rings of greater
Uq when this yielding began. Then to obtain instability in
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presEure was required beyond the point of initial yield
in the outer fibers. The authors conclude that for values
of Ug/h greater than 0.50 and less then 1.10 the predicted
collapse pressures are somewhat oonservetive but would be
considered satisfactory for usual engineering design.
-'.<:•
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GOHCLUSIONS
1. The properties of aluminum eiloy biS-T6 were particu-
larly well adapted to the objectives of this thesis.
2. I'he most significant problem encountered in the method
of experimentation was the reduction of friction at the
gasket-Plexiglas interface.
3. The relation for predicted strains in thin rings,
equation (3)i is valid when the assumed configuration,
Ro uo cos 2 9, is obtained,
4. In those cases where the equation for predicted strains
is valid and the value of h/D is 0.0285 a failure
criteria based upon the stress level in the outer
fibers predicts quite accurately the collapse of thin
rings in which UQ/h Is between 0.10 and 0.30. ^or
values of Uo/h between 0.30 and I.IU the criteria is
somevmat conservative but not to an extent which would
be considered over-cautious in engineering design.
5. ifrom the general trend of the experimental collapse
pressures as Uo/h decreases, the authors conclude that
the collapse pressure predicted for perfectly circular
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1. Aluminum alloy blS-T6 should be used In any extension
of the experimentetion described in this thesis.
2. A thorough, quantitative investigetion of the friction
at the gasket -Plexiglas interface should precede any
further use of a test apparatus such as that described
herein.
3« An investigation should be made for the purpose of
determining the effect of deviations from a basic two
lobe pattern as measured in this thesis. 'J?he rings to
be investigated should be o± constant thickness and
the initial configuration should be knomi precisely.
4. A series of rings, macnined as circular as possible
and to a close tolerance in thickness, should be
tested in order to further substantiate the Levy
Formula.
5. It is recommended that the scope of this experimenta-
tion be extended to include commercial shapes such as
I or H sections.
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Selection of Materiel for Uonstructioa of Kings
Initially the autnors considered the possibility of
usin^g steel in the manufacture of the rings. A length of
centrifugally cast steel tubing of 18** outside diameter end
l-'5/4** wall thickness was ev&ileble. However, the expense of
constructing a test apparatus to accommodate steel rings
was considered prohibitive in view of the uncertainty of
the results. IHirthermore, it was felt thet the visual test
chamber made possible through the use of Plexiglas would be
of tremendous advantage during the test phase; this innova-
tion was not considered feasible in the preliminary design
of an apparatus to accommodate the pressures necessary to
collapse stael rings.
The use of plastics was also given consideration. The
various types of plastics ware gradually eliniinated for one
or more of the following reasons:
1. The relatively low modulus of plastics resulted
in very low predicted collapse pressures.
2. The ultimate strength was generally low relative
to available metals.
5. The extent of s linear stress -strain rel.';tionship
was limited.
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These considerations indioebed that the range of pressures
over which useful data could be obtained was very limited,
and, further, that the accuracy of the results would be
questionable unless extreme precautions were taken in instru-
mentation.
As noted in Section II, aluminum alloy 61S-T6 appeared
to satisfy the requirements of moderate collapse pressures,
an essentially linear stress-strain relationship over a
considerable ran^e of stresses, and availability.
Manufacture of Rings
As pointed out in Section II the aluminum alloy tubing
as received was cut into lengths several times the intended
width of the test rings. Alternatively, the rings could
have been machined to final dimensions. However, it is
rather doubtful that the edges of the finished ring would
have remained planar after the ring had been subjected to
deformation in a loading machine and a heat treatment. A
ring warped in this manner would tend to bind against the
plane sides of the annular test chamber within the test
apparatus. Consequently, the machining of the rings to
the specified width was scheduled as the last operation in
the manufacturing process.
The heat treatment of the aluminum alloy was accomplished
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solutlon heet treatment consisted of a two hour soaking
period at 970° F followed by a rapid quench in hot water
at 180^F. The hot water quench was specified as an
additional precaution against residual stresses. Actually
the danger of residual stresses was not particularly
significant in view of the rather thin thickness of alloy
being quenched; nevertheless, tne precaution was considered
worthwhile since a hot water quench does not reduce the
tensile properties appreciably below those obtainable with
a cold water quench. The quench was followed by a precipi-
tation heat treatment at 350 F for eight hours. The
characteristics of alumlnuin alloy blt)-T6 as given in
reference (5) are:
Tensile Strength 45 » 000 psi.
Yield Strength 40,000 psi.
E, Young *s Modulus 10x10^ psi.
Upon inspection of the sections after the heat treat-
ment, it was found that the magnitude of the out -of-roundness
introduced had not changed by any significant amount.
Instrumentation
The requirements placed upon the type strain gage
selected were that the gage be small enough for mounting in
the space available and that the gage length be sufficiently
short with respect to the strain gradient. The SR-4, type
A-7, strain gage satisfied these requirements. The gages
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could be easily mounted mthin the width of the ring, and,
furthermore, a 3/16" gage length wes entirely adequate since
the predicted stress gradient in the vicinity or points of
maximum stress was very small.
A multiple selector switchbox wes used to facilitate
reading the strain indications. The switchbox was con-
structed to permit the operator to set the saiue initial
reading on all strain gages.
Design and Manufacture of Test Apparatus
The primary concern of the authors in the initial design
of a test apparatus was the application of a uniform pressure
on the outer surface of the rings witliout the introduction
of restraining forces on the ring edges. An annular test
chamber appeared to be the most suitable in this respect.
The annulus was designed such that the tolerance between the
surfaces and the edges of the ring would be exceedingly
small, i.e., order of 0.001-0.002**. This would facilitate
sealing and yet the ring would remain "free floating" so
to speaK. ifrom preliminary calculations based on the Levy
formula for the collapse of 9" diameter aluminum rings of
the 1/4 inch thickness, it was estimated that the test
chamber would be subjected to a pressure of approximately
500 psi. Because Plexiglas is beautifully clear end can
be obtained in large thick sheets with polished surfaces,
it was decided to design the test annulus with upper and
-50-
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lower aurtaoes of tftis material, fnis construction would
penr.it visueU inspection or coilaps© and tne posBibility ox
obtoininR: deriection readings* Plexlglas, however, n&s a
low modulus of eiastioity ead therefore required backing to
prevent th© surfso© frofs deflecting? appreclfeibi^y wtien suD-
^eoted to the ext'eoted pressures^ the top steel web BBh&mtilj
«nd the bottom steel reinforcing ring as lndicj«ted m
Jfigure I were designed for iiiniting the detlsctions of tne
Flexlglas. Tne hole In the bottom Plexigl»8 axid reinforoiag
plates was introduced to aoooMsod^te ©train g:age le»d@,
fhe steel surft^ces indioafced to be surface ground m
yigurs I were so deslgast^id to provide good contact surfaces
between the steel and the Plexiglas. The steel surfaces fts
received, particiilarly those of the spacer ring, would act
have insured e unlfor&'j gpacinji of the two surfaces forming
the annulus*
Although four 3/8" bolts would have been sufficient
from oonsl^^ ©retions of strength alone, it W8s d*^oided to
use sixteen in order to obt«*in oil t lightness*
Originally rubber gasket materlBi v<ibs to De used between
ths spfjoor ring end the Plexlglas surfaces to prevent oil
leakage et fehe ;lunction of the steel an»i Plexiglas outsiae
the annulus. Howevf<r, the rubber gasket would tiave been
compressed m varying amounts around the test sppferstus,
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depending on the tension in each bolt upon tigiitening up.
It was possible to circumvent thia dilTicuity by using
paper of O.OIO" thickness.
The pressure tap was designed to acconiinodate a 1/4"
copper tube fitting. The eir release t»p diaffietricsliy
opposite was so placed to vent the test chamber while oil
was being introduced.
The cathetocieter used to taice deflection readings was
mounted ss indicated in i?igure II and Photograph No. (4).
The heavy brass plug on '.'ifhich the cathetometer is mounted
was machined to fit snugly into the thick welled pipe which
had been welded into the center of the top web assembly or
the test apparatus; the thick-walled pipe was machined
true to an axis perpendicular to the surface of the
Plexiglas. A bench mark was established on the web
assembly to facilitate taking deflection rewdings.
Iroof Test of Apparatus
The obj'ictive of this phase of the testing was to
solve as completely as possible the many unexpected problems
of detail which plague any initial effort. In c-ddition
it was desirable to establish a standard test procedure
to be used during the remainder of the experimenta 1 work.
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apparatus was the need for an effective seal between the
Plexiglas surfaces and the edges of the test ring. Pre-
liminary considerations indicated that the most likely
solution would be the use oi either a leather or rubber
gasket of slightly greater width than the ring. I'ne
gasitet could be shaped to fold back against the Plexiglas
surface when the top assembly was bolted down. See
jPigur© XXIX (a). To facilitate assembly, the gasket could
be glued to the outer circuniference of the ring prior to
insertion in the test chamber.
The following trial gaskets were selected for pre-
liminary investigation:
1. A strip of bicycle tire inner tube cut to 3/4"
width, 28" in length, and joined at the ends
with rubber cement. Results: flot successful
because a secure junction could not be obtained.
2. Rubber electrical tape applied to the outer cir-
cuniference with the ends lapped.
Kesults: iiixtrusion of the tape between the Plexi-
glas surfaces and the edges of the ring occurred
at pressures of about 400 psi.
5. Leather strip 3/4" wide, 28" in length with jimction
secured by a special leather cement.
Results: Not successful because the strength of
the junction was unsatisfactory.
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4. Truck tire Inner tube 9" in diameter cut to 3/4**
width with edges beveled as indicated in Jfigure
XXIX(b).
Results: Successful in holding pressures up to
875 psi.; It is interesting to note that even at
this pressure the gasket did not sxtrude. Pressure
was not increased beyond 875 psi. for fear of in-
troducing a permanent set in the top Plexiglas
surface. There was no junction difficulty m
this particular case Decause the gasket was con-
tinuous,
ifurther experinientation with gasket No. 4 indicated
that the 5/4" width v«as unnecess&ry and could be reduced
to 1/2". The angle of the bevel was chanf?;ed to 45°. The
procedure for cutting the finsl gaskets was as follows:
1. Glue a 2" section of rubber tubing around the cir-
cumference of en 11" wooden disk attached to a
lathe chuck.
2. Place the disk in the lathe and turn at slow speeds.
(At high speeds the rubber was torn loose from
the wooden diskj
3. Hold a sharp, pointed cutting tool et 45° to the
edge of the disk and slowly press the tool into
the rubber in much the same manner as if turning
down wood.
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4. After the cutting blade has passed completely
through the rubber, the tool is removed and in-
serted 1/2*' from the first cut, the inclination
being that required to produce a reverse 45^
bevel,
(caskets manufactured as above were islued to the outer
circumference of the preliminary test rings with clear or
black rubber cement. It was thought that a film of oil
between the rubber gasket and the Piexiglas surfaces would
be sufficient to lubricate the gasket and permit relatively
friction free slipping. I'he first preliminary test ring
was placed m the test chamoer. Pressures well above the
predicted failure pressure were applied without collapse
of the ring. The possibility of passing through the first
critical collapse pressure was discounted as a complete
explanation because without noticeable restraint such
could occur only by « combination of ideal conditions and
fortuitious circumstances. The apparatus was repeatedly
opened to adjust the gasket and, if possible to determine
the cause of the restraint. After numerous trials the
ring buckled at approximstely ^t>'0 psi., well above the
predicted collapse pressure.
The second preliminary test ring was similarly tested
several times without success. At this point the authors
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deoxded to direct ell efforts toward the eiiciination of t&e
restraining forca imioh prevented the collapse of th© rin^a
at reasonable pressures* It was assumed tn&t the restrsln-
ing force occurred es e result of friction between the
riibbor g&sket and the Plexlglas since without th* gesket
the rings were found to be completely free vihen enclosed
in the test chamber.
Ssveral types of lubricants ^ere investigeted V^y spread-
ing the lubricant over two rubber 2*'x2** squ&res and sand-
wiching a piece of Plexiglss between them. A loed fiaa
applied to the rubber squares by sieana of wooden blocKa
placed between, the rubber squares and the heads of a
loading ffiachin«5, bee figure XXX. the force necessary to
move the Plexiglas under specified loads was observed,
fhe following lubricants were useds
1, Husibor 40 S.A, B. motor oil.
Results J Plexiglas could not be moved by a
force less than 40 lbs. when a load of 500 lbs.
was appliad by the loading machine.
2, Silicone Compound 1)04.
Results: Same as Ho* 1.
3, Vaseline
Results: Plexiglas could be inoved by a force of
approximately B lbs. when a load of 500 lbs. was











4. Clear rubber oeinent applied to rubber and oil film
on Plexiglas.
Results: Plexiglas could be moved by a force of
approximately 6 lbs. when a load of 500 lbs, was
applied by the loading machine.
5. Black rubber-to-metal cement applied to rubber and
oil film on Plexiglas.
Results: Lubricant effective to the extent that
the 2" rubber squares would not remain m place
under wooden blocks as the load was being applied.
On the basis of the preceding results it was concluded
that the black rubber-to-metel cement was the most suitable
lubricant. The rubber gasket was cemented to the outer
circumference of the preliminary test ring with a large
amount of cement. The aluminum ring was then placed in the
test apparatus and the top assembly bolted in position. It
was noted at this time that the gasket would not remain in
position on the aluirdnum ring but pulled away in the manner
indicated in Figure XXIX (c). The top assembly was removed
and several strands of light string were passed around the
outer circumference of the gasket. See Figure XXIX (d).
The beveled edges were observed to fold back uniformily
along the surface of the Plexiglas when the ring end gasket
were again placed in the test chamber and the top assembly
had been positioned and bolted down. See Figure XXIX (e),
-17-
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Pressure was applied and the preliminary test ring bucKlea
very close to the predicted collapse pressure.
The teat procedure with respect to gasKet material,
gasket size, and lubrication was thus established. It is
worthwhile to note that the best results were obtained when
the black cement was applied to the beveled suriaces, the
inner surrace of the gasket, and the outer surtace of the
ring. The cement was allowed to dry slightly after appli-
cation.
In an effort to obtain deflection readings the authors
considered testing the rings in two phases. During the
first phase clear rubber cement would be used as the
lubricant and both deflection readings and strain readings
were to be recorded up to the pressure at which collapse
was expected. The pressure would then be released and the
ring removed for lubrication with the black cement. During
the second phase strain readings were to be taken until
actual collapse occiirred. However, as pointed out pre-
viously strains taken during the two phases did not cor-
relate. J^irthemiore , the cathetometer proved impractical.
The third preliminary test ring was strain gaged and tested
with various lubricants and gasket material to show that
the strains did in fact depend upon these factors. Results
of these tests were presented in Figure IV.
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JJuring the proof testing period oil leakage sround ttie
"bolt holes was noted. A strip of rubber electricel tape
3/4" in width was glued to the inner circurnterence of the
spacer ring. The edges of tnis seal folded beck toward the
center of the test chsiuber end were pressed tightly ageinst
the Plexiglas when pressure was applied. Holes were cut in
the elecfcrical tape in way of the pressure tape and air
release tape. Little or no oil ieaitage was observed around
the bolt holes throughout the reiaainder of the tests.
Test of Compression Specimens
Since the value of K, Young *s Modulus, and <r y were
of primary importance in the correlation of experimental
data with predicted stress distribution and collapse pressure,
it was immediately apparent to the authors that the values
of E and (I~y for the material used should be determined ex-
perimentally rather than relying on handbook values v^hich
represent average date at best.
Four 2 1/2" wide semi-circular sections were cut from
the original piece of aluminum tubing to provide the
material from which tensile specimens were to be machined.
The semi-circular sections had to be flattened before
machining; therefore, the sections were annealed prior to
the flattening process to prevent cracking. Annealing; was
carried out as recommended by the Metals Handbook (5)»
To insure a reasonably complete anneal, the semi-circular
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8*2Ctioas w«re heated for two hours &t 730^F, then slowly
cooled {not faster tnan 50°!' par hour) ^Intil s tempereitxire
of 500^ w&s reached. Below 500^F the rete or cooling was
not im| ortacit and the sections were rejBOVesd frotii the
furnec® and ellowed to oir cool to room temper© tiare.
The sections were th@n flattened in © mechanical press.
lo difficulties wera experienced in the flettenin;'; operetion.
UrscKs did not occur in the sections and very little spring-
b&cJc wes observed when the upper head of the press was
lifted froffi the sections. FrosB all indications, the
aluminum alloy was sufficiently annealed by the process
described sbovs.
To obtain uniformity of physical properties in the
flattened sections, they were hei^t treated along with the
ring sections as described in the material related to the
manufacture of the rin^-s.
Unfortunately the fl&t bar specimens were not quite ©s
true 6S the authors had anticipated, and it was fe^sred
that appreciable bendlnrj; stresses sight be introduced in
the tensile speoiffiens durine^, the application of loeds.
Initial unfiiiirnese could have beao eliminated i:)y meschiriins
the flat surfaces; however, this procedure vifould not have
been too practical since the orlginel wall thicKneas of
the aluiiiinuiii tubing was onl^y 0.250**. A furtht«r reduction
in thickness would have increased the difficultly of juountmtj
-fT-
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of Tensometers. It was then decided to use three compres-
sion specimens cut from the flattest portions of the section.
Since the length of the specimens required v^as of the order
of 2.5", no appreciable difficulty was experienced in
finding planar portions of the sections for this purpose.
fhree compression specimens were manufactiired by the
Depertment of Mechanic©! Engineering machine shop.
Specification tor compression test specimens:
Using the same material from which the rings were
manufactured, three specimens are to be cut and milled to
the dimensions of 0.84 x 2*53 inches, these dimensions con-
forming to the proportions of 1 to 3 as recommended by
ASTM standards.
The compression specimen test blocic and two Ty^e A
Huggenberger Tensometers were furnished tiy the Department
of Mechanical -Engineering, M.I.T. Load was applied to the
block by means of a 10,000 pound capacity loading machine.
As reoommended by the Metals Handbook, tne Tensometers
were mounted on opposite sides of the test specimen. The
gage points were located symmetrically with respect zo the
middle of the length of the specimen and not closer to the
end of the specimen than a distance approximately equal to
the width of the specimen.
It was found necessary to reset the Huggenberger
Tensometers at least four times during etch specimen run.
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APPSNBIX B
tiarfiple Qalculations endSuismary or Data
Calculation or Rp, Radius to Outer Ulrcumrerence
The redius to the outer circumference ol' each nng wa»
measured indirectly bj fitting a wire of known dianieter
larouiid the outer surface of the ring, scribing the wire in
position, &n6 then measuring the distance Detween the scribe
Biax'ks on e 5«>** rule,
Then Hq «
-r^p- • ^^ » wi^e^®
Hq « radius to outer circumference of the ring
in inchas,
A « length of wrapper wire measured between
scribe marks in inches.
d « diameter of scrapper wire in inches.
Thus for Ring No, Ij
Hq m ^iliL. - 0.01"
The vsiue of Hq used in the remeining csloulistions
is the average of ©11 aie&sured radii.
Gompresaion Test
The strains given by opposite Huggenberger Tensometers
at a specified load were averaged to avoid errors aue to
bendin^^j;. The stress corresponding to tnis strain was oD-
teined by dividing the load by the original cross sectional
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The following calculotion applies in tiie case or
Specimen No. 1 at a load of A300 lbs.
Uate - Specimen Jlo. 1
Huggenberger Ho. 2201 Hiiggenberger No. 21^5
Calibration Factor 1040 Gali oration Jfactor 10|?i
Load Kdg. Hdg Rdg Hdg Rdg Rdg
lbs.
1.50 1.5
500 1.50 -0.20 -0.20 1.24 -0.26 -0.2b
1000 1.05:> -0.21 -0.41 1.00 -0.24 -0.50
1500 0.86 -0.25 -0.64 0.74 -0,26 -0.76
2000 0.t3 -0.23 -0.87 0.50 -0.24 -1.00
2500 0.45 -0.20 -1.Q7 0.28 -0.22 -1.22
3000 0.20 -0.25 -1.50 0.05 -0.25 -1.45
Reset 1.50 1.50
5500 1.55 -0.17 -1.47 1.28 -0.22 -1.67
4000 1.11 -0.22 -1.69 1.04 -0.24 -1.91
4500 c.yy -0.22 -1.91 0.81 -0.23 -2.14
btrain = Tensoraeter Heading in inches/:Inch
Call bration Jfactor
^, = Strain in inones/inch given by Tensometer
^ No. 2201
£-2 ~ Strain in incnes/inch given by Tensometer
Uo. 2195
£ = Aver£-.ge measured strain in micro-inches/inch
0.001856 inohes/incJH1 "~ 1040
c - -2*3-4 = - 0.002036 inches/inoh
2
~ J-051
£ ^ (-0.001856) ->• (-0.002056 J ^ iqO « ^ly-,^ micro-incnes/
2 inch
txw
^ = stress in psi.
L = load in lbs.
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t = thickness of specimea in inches
w « width of specimen in inches
<^ = _lil02 = 20,50u rsi
(U.2ol}(0.841)
The results of the Compression Test calculations are
presented as experimental points in Pigure III.
Circuroferential Strains
Except for the case of Ring Ho, 2 all predicted cir-
curoferential strain distributions were computed directly
from equation ( 3 )
.
£^ ^ B Rq 4- ^ ^ H Up h cos 2 9
Th Eh^ - 4 1 R5
~
All factors are defined in SYMBOLS AND ABBH3VIATI0NS, page vi.
JTor Ring ^o. 7, u^ = 0,1535"; then for P = 240 psi.
£ s« (240) (4.508) ^- (6)(240)(4.333)(0.1535)(0.250) cos 2 9
(0.250}(10.8 X 10^) (10. b X 10^)(0.250j^-(4)(240j(4.3«3)^
<^ = ( 400.7 } + ( 2754. 8 cos 2 e ) micro-inches/mch
27 54*b cos 2 a ^






e cos 2 e
0° & 180° +1
30° & 210° +1/2
60° *. 240° -1/2
90° & 270° -1
120° & 300° -1/2
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nas been defined as a coffipression strain the plotted
values Decoraes
Circumferential Position Strain in micro-inches/incn
U*^ ft 180°
-315t?.5
30° & 210° -17B8,1
bO° & 240° +97b.7
90° & 270° +2354.1
120° & 300° +976.7
150° & 330° -1778.1
Tne circumrsrential strain disbribution for King Ho. 2 was
conrputed using tne measured out -of-roundness at each station
instead of Uq cos 2 9.
TTT Sh^ - 41h3
Data:
Oircumferential Position u tiign as determined by
-,
equation (5)
0° & 180° 0.0075"
30° & 210° 0.0800" +
50° & 230° 0.0125" »
80° & 260° 0.0005"
110° & 290° 0.0045"
150° & 330° 0.0125"
at P = 400 psi.
.6 S 800 qXT to ^fl83'a^x
(e) rf Jtf H ^ ci ^ qH I ^
:«;r«a
)Cd «>^'^^^«^-^ - - nox^xeoH I«x;raaislu.i/oTiO
U 2CVOu.O Ooex A ^0
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€
-^ UQ0)(4*t>08) ^ (bK4O0)(4.::^83J(Q»^50) u
(0.y30)(10.8 x 10^} (Iv.a X i0^)(0.250}5-(4)(40uM4O«5r
<f ~ obT.i^i) + a33^>.4 u micro -inGiies/ inch
Substituting datft:
Piottsd Str&in
Ciroufarerential Position in micro -laches/inch
0° & 160^ -4if.7
50*^ & 2i0° ^^1534. <3t>
50^ & 230° •1709.77
dO^ & ^oO° -12Qy.o5
110° & 290° -i:f92.7b
150° * 330° '374.08
A s^isimary of all such oalouloted values is given in the lorm
of curves, see figures 7, VIII, XI, IIV, and XVII.
Maxiraum Strains
The maximum strains at specified pressures were computed
using equation 13). Oos 2 » fcecofl.es +1 lor 0° end ldO°
positions ana ~1 for yO° and ZiU^ positions,
<r « ^ ^o •• *> ^ R Uq n (6}
E h
t 1
& h':^ .- 4FR^
b P H uq n<^«£J!£ - l.LL!^°JL_-. (7)
^ ^ E h5 • 4 i h''
<^ for a ring of ,^iven u^ is computed from equations (b)
and (7) at several incrairienta of pressure, ^or Hxng Ho» t>,
U(j « U.U70*'; then at 50 psi.:
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£ at 0^ and 180®
€
= 254. y micro-inches/iach (Plotted with - sign)
£ et 90° and Z/O^
£ « ^^0H4*t?Q8J « (b)(50H4>3a3) (U.070Hu.230}
£ « - oJitU raicro»inohes/i?.icn (Plotted with + sign)
i^essure Plotted vfclug at Plottea value at
pai, Q® and IbO^ 90° ana iTiro^
$0 -234.9 "ba.O








A sviniffiary ol all such calculated values is? ^jiveu m tn© tons
of plots, see figiu'es XX-XXVI.
Qollapaa Pressures
The curvea of predicted collapse pressure t .^.r- i -rived
indirectly by first j lotting <?q-aation (4). Stresses at
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A cross curve of predicted collapse pressures was then
drawn using the values given by tne intersection of e single
ordinate 35,000 psi. or 41,000 psi. with tne curves or stress
versus pressure.
To compute one point lor stress-pressure cuirves:
Uo « CO^O**, P = 50 psi., h » 0.250"
cr ^ l_Ro ^ ^ '^ R_uo_ti S
h Fh^- 4 PR^
^ = ( 50)(4.508) ^ (b)(50)(Q.050)(4.383)(0.250)(10.8 x 10^)
(0.250 (10.8 X 10^)(0.250)^ -(4) (50) (4.585)^











^m^x. were computed at several increments of
pressure for the follov\'ing values of Uq* 0.050**, 0,100",
0.150", 0.200", and 0,250", fhe procedure was repeated
using h = hjjjin. = 0.243".
The results of these computations are presented as
curves, !Pigure XXXI. Shown in tne same iPigure are orainates
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at 35 » 000 psi. and 41,^00 psi. The intersection of presour®-
stress curve with these ordtn^tes detemaned the points
through which the predicted collapse pressure curves were
drswaj see i'igures XXVIi and XXVIII,
jgxperlffient&l Strain Hefedlnga
2h® strain data was checked for ssitsuil'leant «rrors ty
plottitt^s mottsured sjtrfelni^ versus pressure lor eacn strisin
gaise. Ther-e 'M^re no jaarKed deviations Xrom the tBlr curves
which vvers 'irai^^'i thrcugii tim points. These curves wex'e axso
used to detaru-iu© the ©xperimeatai points shoi«n in the plots
ol cirGUfiil'ersntial strain disti-ibution in if'i^uresj V, VXII,
XI, XIV, and XTIX.
ftktt fflsaaured values ol* atrrln showa in Figures IV and
XI.-XX.VI wer« taken directly i'rom the 03riglniii dstti.
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Original Babe
Table I is a tabulation of the data taken during the
test of the three compression specimens.
Table II is e record of the data recorded durlnf^ the
investigation of the effects of lubricants and gasicet
material upon the strain distribution around the inner
circumference of the aluminum rings.
Tables III - XI contain data relating to physical
dimensions, circumferential strain distribution, collapse
pressures and diametral readings for each ring.
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